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An algebraic theory of residues is used to evaluate summations of the form
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0
j1 ! \ i1j1+ } } } jm ! \ imjm+\ ni1 , ..., im+ B i1 } } } Bim
and the form
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0
\ ni1 , ..., im+ N i11 } } } N imm Bi1 (:1) } } } Bim (:m).
Various identities involving Bernoulli numbers and polynomials are derived.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to introduce an algebraic theory of residues
to the study of elementary number theory. Such theory of residues was
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used by the first author to concretely realize Grothendieck duality theory
[35]. Roughly speaking, our residue map takes coefficients of power
series in an algebraic context which resembles some properties from
analytic residues defined by integration. However our algebraic residues
have the advantage of satisfying the vanishing law, which makes life easier.
In this paper, we concentrate on identities involving Bernoulli numbers
and polynomials. Among many systematic approaches to these identities,
we present a new one by establishing a framework in which Bernoulli num-
bers and polynomials can be represented as residues and in which algebraic
operations make sense. This algebraic method was initiated in [6] and is
analogous to the method of generating functions, see also [7] and [8].
However, as indicated in [6], the operation of ‘‘taking the coefficient’’ is
more natural in our set-up with the presence of differentials. It is plausible
that our method can also be applied to other classical numbers such as
Euler numbers and Genocchi numbers. These investigations are left to the
interested reader.
One of the main results of this paper is to illustrate that many identities in-
volving Bernoulli numbers are in fact coming from the summations of the form
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0




i1 , ..., im+ Bi1 } } } Bim ,
which we call a complete sum of products of Bernoulli numbers or a complete
sum for short. We show that a complete sum of the above form equals an
integer combination of Bernoulli numbers of higher orders. By lowering the
orders of the Bernoulli numbers, we obtain the required identities.
Another main result of this paper is to evaluate the sum
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0
\ ni1 , ..., im+ N
i1
1 } } } N
im
m Bi1 (:1) } } } , Bim (:m),
also called a complete sum, for arbitrary positive integers N1 , ..., Nm and
elements :1 , ..., :m in the underlying field. We show that such complete sum
equals a sum of some values of Bernoulli polynomials. With the help of the
well-known multiplication theorem, we may simplify the latter sum and
obtain various identities.
In this paper, proofs of several classical theorems are included to
demonstrate our method. Some results are not formulated in the most
generality to keep the formulae elegant.
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2. POWER SERIES RINGS AND RESIDUES
Let } be a field of characteristic zero. For f in the maximal ideal










+ } } } .
Let ddT be the operator on }[[T]] defined by
d
dT
(a0+a1 T+a2T 2+ } } } )=a1+2a2T+3a3T 2+ } } } ,














for any f, g # }[[T]]. Let : be a non-zero element in }. Although e:T&1
is not invertible in }[[T]], the equation
(e:T&1) X=T
has a unique solution, which we denote by T(e:T&1). For any ; # }, we














+ } } } +
&1
.
We are mainly interested in the subring of Q[[T]] generated by Q, T
and T(eT&1). The next proposition implies that T(ddT ) is an operator
on this subring.

































































The result follows. K
In the remaining of this section, we recall some properties of generalized
fractions and the residue map. The reader is referred to [6] and [4] for
more details.
Let (0 }[[T]]} , d ) be the universal separated differential module of
}[[T]] over }. The }[[T]]-module 0 }[[T]]} is freely generated by dT.
Any element in the first local cohomology module H1}[[T]] T (0 }[[T]]}) of
0 }[[T]]} supported at the maximal ideal }[[T]] T of }[[T]] can be
described by a generalized fraction
_ f dTT n &
for some f # }[[T]] and n>0. Generalized fractions enjoy the following
properties.
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Property 1 (Linearity Law). For f1 , f2 # }[[T]], :1 , :2 # }, and n>0,
_(:1 f1+:2 f2) dTT n &=:1 _
f1 dT
T n &+:2 _
f2 dT
T n & .
The linearity law still holds if :1 and :2 are replaced by power series.
However the above form is enough for our purpose.
Property 2 (Vanishing Law). For f # }[[T]] and n>0,
_ f dTT n &=0
if and only if f # }[[T]] T n.
Property 3 (Transformation Law). For f # }[[T]] and m, n>0,
_ f dTT n &=_
f T m dT
T m+n & .
Using the above three properties, it is easy to show that any element of
H1}[[T]] T (0 }[[T]]}) can be written uniquely as a (finite) }-linear combina-
tion of elements of the form
_dTT n& (n>0).
The residue map with respect to the variable T is the }-linear map
resT : H
1





Given U # }[[T]] T"}[[T]] T 2, the ring }[[T]] can be represented as
a power series ring with U as a variable. So we may define resU as well.
Property 4 (Independence of Variables). resT=resU .
For this reason, we can write resT simply as res.
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3. BERNOULLI NUMBERS
The Bernoulli numbers B (n)i of order n are defined by





This definition can be traced at least back to Lucas [9, p. 60]. We write
B(1)i simply as Bi . The numbers Bi were discovered by Jacob Bernoulli in
evaluating the sum:
1n+2n+ } } } +mn.
Identity 1. For n1 and m2,








Proof. Since in=res[ n ! e
iT dT
T n+1 ], we have


















emT dT&&res _n ! \T+
T




emT dT&&res _n ! dTT n+1&&res _n!
T
eT&1
dT&T n+2 T n+2



















We are interested in identities involving Bernoulli numbers and polyno-
mials. The main result of this section is the following theorem. Note that
by convention ( ni )=0 if n<i.
Theorem 1 (Complete Sum for Bernoulli Numbers).
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0




i1 , ..., im + Bi1 } } } B im
=res _n ! fj1 \T,
T













&( j&1) fj&1 .








The case j=0 is trivial. The case j=1 is a special case of Proposition 1.
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The vanishing law can be used to simplify the index sets of some summa-
tions:
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0
j1 ! \ i1j1+ } } } jm ! \ imjm+\ ni1 , ..., im+ Bi1 } } } Bim
= :
i1+ } } } +im&1n
i1, ..., im&10
res _j1 ! \
i1






f jm \T, TeT&1+ dT&T n&i1& } } } &im&1+1
= :
i1, ..., im&10










fjm \T, TeT&1+ dT&T n+1
=res _n ! f j1 \T,
T
eT&1+ } } } fjm \T, TeT&1+ dT& . KT n+1
Theorem of complete sum implies that a complete sum
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0




i1 , ..., im+ Bi1 } } } Bim
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is an integer combination of Bernoulli numbers of high orders. As a special
case of the theorem, we obtain a new proof of the following identity.
Identity 2.
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0
\ ni1 , ..., im+ Bi1 } } } Bim=B (m)n .
Proof.
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0





=B (m)n . K
Theorem of complete sum together with the following well-known result
(see also Proposition 4) gives rise to many identities involving Bernoulli
numbers.
Proposition 2 (Lowering Orders) [9, Eq. (15)]. For n, i1,
B(n+1)i =\1& in+ B (n)i &iB (n)i&1 .
The next identity was proved by H. Rademacher [11] using Eisenstein
series and by M. Eie [2, Proposition 1] using zeta functions. We have a
new proof.

















































































dT && 12n B (2)2n & 12n(2n&1)
T 2n+1


















































































We work on the field }(X). The Bernoulli polynomials B (n)i (X) of order
n are defined by




eXT dT& .T i+1
Since




j+ B (n)j X i& j,
B(n)i (X) are indeed polynomials with rational coefficients. Of course, the
value of B (n)i (X) at any : # } equals




e:T dT& .T i+1
We write B(1)i (X) simple as Bi (X). Some values of Bernoulli polynomials
are easy to obtain, for instance B2i+1 ( 12)=B2i+1 (1)=0, B2i+1 (2)=2i+1




0 (X)=1, B2i (1)=B2i ,
and B2i (2)=B2i+2i. The detail is left to the reader.
Proposition 3 (Multiplication Theorem) [10, p. 21, Eq. (18)]. If n and





for any : # }.
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As in the case of Bernoulli numbers, Bernoulli polynomials of high order
can be represented by lower order ones:
Proposition 4 (Lowering Orders) [10, p. 145, Eq. (81)]. For positive
integers n and i,




































Hence the required identity. K
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Theorem 2 (Complete Sum for Bernoulli Polynomials). Given elements
:1 , ..., :m # } and positive integers N1 , ..., Nm , n,
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0
\ ni1 , ..., im+ N
i1
1 } } } N
im
m Bi1 (:1) } } } Bim (:m)
=Nn&mN1 } } } Nm
:
0li<NNi
B (m)n \(l1+:1) N1N + } } } +(lm+:m)
Nm
N + ,
where N is the least common multiplier of N1 , ..., Nm .









eM;T dT& ,V i+1 T i+1








Now we use the vanishing law to simplify the index set: Let U=NT. Then
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0





N i11 B i1 (:1)
i1 !
T i1+ } } } \
N im&1m&1Bim&1 (:m&1)
im&1!







eN1:1T+ } } } +Nm:mT dT&T n+1
=res _n ! N






e(N1:1U+ } } } +Nm:mU)N dU& .U n+1







(1+e(Ni U)N+e(2Ni U)N+ } } } +e(NU&NiU)N)
for 1im,
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0




res _n ! N
n&mN1 } } } Nm \ UeU&1+
m
e((l1+:1) N1U+ } } } +(lm+:m) NmU)N dU&
U n+1
=Nn&mN1 } } } Nm :
i=1, ..., m
0li<NNi
B (m)n \(l1+:1) N1N + } } } +(lm+:m) NmN + . K
The next identity is a special case of theorem of complete sum for
Bernoulli polynomials.
Identity 4. For :1 , ..., :m # } and positive integers n, m,
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0
\ ni1 , ..., im+ Bi1 (:1) } } } Bim (:m)=B (m)n (:1+ } } } +:m).
We remark that K. Dilcher [1, Theorem 3] has evaluated the sum
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0
\ ni1 , ..., im+ Bi1 (:1) } } } Bim (:m)
for nm.
Theorem of complete sum together with proposition on lowering orders
and multiplication theorem gives rise to more identities. To illustrate this
method, we give a new proof of the following identity.
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2k+ 42k 62n&2kB2k B2n&2k
=(22n&42n&62n&22n+1n) B2n+(16n) 62n&2B2n&1( 13)











































6 \B2n( 13)+B2n( 12)+B2n( 23)+B2n( 56)
+B2n+B2n( 76)+&2n 12
2n












By the multiplication theorem,
















=62&2nB2n&1 (2)&32&2nB2n&1 (1)&B2n&1 ( 12)&B2n&1 (
5
6) ,
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B2n&1 ( 56)=2




2&2nB2n&1&B2n&1&B2n&1 ( 13) .
Using these identities together with B2n&1=B2n&1 ( 12)=B2n&1 (1)=0,
B2n&1 (2)=2n&1, B2n (1)=B2n , and B2n (2)=B2n+2n, we get the required
identity. K
Using our method, one can also evaluate the sum
:
i1+ } } } +im=n
i1, ..., im0




i1 , ..., im+ N
i1
1 } } } N
im
m Bi1 (:1) } } } Bim (:m).
However the formula will be a little bit lengthy.
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